SPOT®-enabled infotainment and media management systems deliver a tremendous amount of versatility and information to engage and improve rider experience. Incredibly efficient, all communications—from digital signs and kiosks, to on-vehicle monitors, displays, and audio devices—are managed in real-time from an easy-to-use administration interface.

More than a sign of the times. Increase rider satisfaction with on-board and station-based infotainment systems.

SPOT®-enabled infotainment and media management systems deliver a tremendous amount of versatility and information to engage and improve rider experience. Incredibly efficient, all communications—from digital signs and kiosks, to on-vehicle monitors, displays, and audio devices—are managed in real-time from an easy-to-use administration interface.

Features
- Flat-screen monitors with feature information (weather, route status, news, etc.)
- Integration with PA systems
- Service messages
- Marketing play lists
- LCD display options for any budget
- Real-time tracking
- In-vehicle, kiosk, or in/outdoor options

Benefits
- Flexible customization options
- Revenue-building advertising
- Brand value reinforcement
- Grows with you; scalable
- Robust reporting capabilities

Climb on board with the value leader in complete transit systems.

Call (719) 453-0250 or visit www.etatransit.com for more information.